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I grew up in the populated suburban town of Canyon Country, located about forty miles 

from Los Angeles, California.  I have been a creator my entire life – always with a paintbrush, 

pencil, or camera in hand.  My initial interest in photography was what lead me to pursue it 

as my major, ultimately making it one of my biggest passions.  My time at Arizona State 

University has given my photography the room it needed to improve and transform into the 

type of work I enjoy creating.  As a sports enthusiast my entire life and a softball player until 

the end of my high school education, I’ve always had a personal connection with sports.  

This relationship has guided much of my work throughout the past years.   

 

Living within reach of a well-known city bursting with people, the hustle and bustle 

surrounding it was more than enough inspiration to kick off my pursuit in photography.  After I 

moved to Arizona for college, I was captivated by the vast desert landscape – particularly 

the effect it had when captured with black and white film.  Once Spring Training rolled in 

during my sophomore year, I was hooked.  I had shot athletic events in the past, but being 

able to gain closer access to the action made me want to capture them even more.  At first 

I was interested in capturing the constant movement and uninterrupted action of the game 

itself, but that interest soon evolved into looking more at the culture behind sports.  Just like 

families, companies, and even artists, athletic teams have their own traditions, rituals, and 

relationships.  These bits and pieces that encompass a sport are the main factors that 

influence my work and its further development. 

 

Unlike many artists who begin their process with an idea, I begin by immersing myself in my 

subject.  While photographing the desert landscape of Arizona, I drive around and click the 

shutter on my film camera as many times as each roll of film lets me until I successfully create 



the photograph I want.  Despite the fact that I use a digital camera rather than film for my 

sports culture photographs, the process is still the same.   Overwhelming myself with an 

excess amount of photographs in the beginning – displaying every bit of the subject – allows 

me to remain calm while I decide between photographs, edit and print them.  I am also in 

favor of this working method because in the end it allows me to see that I have made the 

best photograph possible at that time and under those particular circumstances. 


